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Beef (Commodity) Steady Short - Steady
The peak of season pricing and demand is now.  Be advised of back-to-

back federal holidays creating production disruptions and creating a 

tightening of supply going into mid January.

Butter Increasing Available - Strong
Butter production is mixed and cream supplies remain tight, with strong 

demand.

Cheese
Barrels = Steady             

Blocks = Increasing
Available - Strong

Retail demand is very strong. Foodservice demand is slightly unsettled 

due to the uncertainty of the COVID-19 Omicron Variant. 

Disposables (Aluminum Foil) Increasing Available - Steady
Aluminum prices are nearing a 10-year high.  Foil manufacturers have 

imposed price increases of 15-20% due to continued rising cost of raw 

material.  Expect continued price increases into 2022.    

Fluid Dairy Stable
Available - Steady (Class 1)    

Short - Strong (Class 2)

Costs are expected to increase in December on Class 1 (fluid milk) and 

Class 2 (cultured & cream) products.  With no relief expected until early 

2022, UHT cream remains critically short for the Eastern and Midwest 

regions as major plants are operating at 50% capacity due to COVID-19.

Fruits & Vegetables Canned 

(Canned Pudding & Cheese 

Sauces)

Increasing Short - Strong
Industry wide shortages of modified food starch (used extensively in the 

production of puddings and cheese sauces) continue to cause significant 

allocations and shortages. 

 Oils (Commodity) Mixed Available - Strong

Commodity frying oil prices have recently decreased slightly due to 

overall stock market fluctuations impacting commodities in general.  

Prices are still significantly higher than historic levels and are expected to 

remain strong as we move into the new year.

Oils (Premium) Stable Short - Strong
Premium frying oils, specialty oils and blended oils will remain in tight 

supply in the coming weeks.  Pricing remains firm with no  significant 

changes in the coming weeks.  

Pork (Commodity) Decreasing Available - Steady

With the holidays upon us demand for commodity pork remains low, 

except for spare ribs. Retailers are focusing on spare ribs, depriving the 

foodservice segment of supply and inflating pricing. Butt pricing should 

remain stable with slight inflation through March. Light back ribs and St. 

Louis spare ribs will continue to be in short supply with inflated prices. 

Pork (Value-Added) Mixed Mixed - Steady

Processors are just finishing up with producing smoked hams for 

Christmas, which will be heavily focused on filling retail demand at the 

expense of foodservice, so expect shortages of hams the balance of 2021. 

Bacon pricing should begin to see inflation and experience shortages. 

Pricing for pork-based breakfast/dinner sausage, franks, and pizza 

toppings will likely experience deflation and stabilize for at least the next 

month.
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Potatoes Frozen Increasing Short - Strong
Poor crop conditions exists in several growing regions. Strong demand 

coupled with increased manufacturer operating costs continue to have a 

huge impact on availability and pricing for frozen potatoes.  

Poultry (Chicken) Increasing Short – Steady
Demand for parts continues to outpace supply, leaving little spot market 

availability. In addition to lack of supply, bird weights are fluctuating 

further hindering supply with certain manufacturers around country. 

Produce (Lettuce, Romaine, 

Broccoli, Potatoes & Onions)
Steady

Short - Strong =               

Broccoli, Romaine, Potatoes 

& Onions       

Romaine and hearts are still elevated. Broccoli remains in short supply 

due to quality issues. The fall northwest potato and onion crops were 

hurt by excessive summer heat and supplies are down.  Most of the 

available onions are of medium size.  No relief until new crops arrive in 

August and April, respectively. 

Seafood (Swai) Increasing Short - Strong

With the Vietnamese government still imposing COVID restrictions, most 

seafood production plants in the country are either running at reduced 

capacity or shut down entirely, which is especially impactful for swai 

production. Expect inventories to be extremely tight and pricing firm for 

this specie through the first half of next year. Alternative species include 

tilapia and whiting. 

Shell Eggs Increasing Available - Steady Market activity is moderate to good.

Sugar Mixed Available - Strong

Sugar supplies are adequate based on this year's sugar beet and sugar 

cane harvests.  However, domestic supplies is not overly abundant and 

imports will be slow in the near-term.  Pricing will likely remain at 

current levels through year-end.

All UniPro Foodservice Market Insights information is based on domestic US market data only, unless indicated otherwise. The UniPro Foodservice Market Insights update is not a 

recommendation to buy or sell a commodity.  While this update is based on sources we believe to be reliable and accurate, UniPro Foodservice does not guarantee the accuracy of the 

information presented.


